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Introduction : 

The real cost of unemployment claims increased  

tax reals. The cost of an individualUIclaim depends 

on how much the employee made how long they 

remain on unemployment &the status maximum 

benefit amount. Unemployment according to the 

organization economic co-operation & development 

(OECD), the persons above the specified age 

(usually above is) not being in paid employment or 

self-employment but currently available for work 

during the reference period. 

Definition :  
  Unemployment is measured by the 

unemploymentrate as the number of people who are 

unemployment as percentage of labor  force 

unemployment can have many source such as the 

following. 

1. New technologies & in venations. 

2. The status of the economy which can be 

influenced by a recession. 

3. Competition caused by globalization & 

international trade. 

4. Polities of government. 

5. Regulation & market. 

 

  High unemployment can also cause social 

problems such as crime if people have less 

disposable income than before, it is very likely that 

crime levels within the economy will increase. 

Unemployment & mental health  

  There is not doubt above 

unemployment’sadverseconsequencesfor mental 

health, an unemployed persons gets mentally 

disturbed. He be haves unpredictably with others. 

He finds him self uncomfortable  every where and 

most of the time. 

          British studies by banks and Jackson (1982) 

and Jackson and war (1984) established that distress 

rises significantly after unemployment and falls 

with reemployment the duration of unemployment 

gradually aggravates illness for a period of up to 6 

months for allbut the youngest & oldest workers 

USA. President Garfield was killed by a frustrated 

youth in 1983. 

        Unemployment and subsequent earnings. 

One would expect that a spell of unemployment 

would diminish a workers subsequentearnings  

opportunities. If and when he regains employment.  

Clear evidence the this is indeed so is provided by  

chowdhary and Nickell (1985). Studying us micro 

data. They find that earnings fall sharply after a 

spell of unemployment, but that the effect decays  

quite quickly leavinga relatively small permanent 

effect. 

Measurement 

 There are also different ways national statistical  

agencies measure unemployment the differences 

may limit the validity of international comparisons 

of unemployment data.To some degree the 

differences remain despite nationalstatistical 

agencies increasingly adopting the definition of 

unemployment of the international labour 

organization.To facilitate international comparisons, 

some organizations, such as the  OECD, Eurostal 

and international labour comparisons program, 

adjust data on unemployment. For comparability 

across countries. The unemployment rate is 

expressed as a percentage and calculated as follow.    

                                        Unemployment work 

Unemployment rate =-------------------------------- 

                                              Total labour force  

 

Unemployment ratio 

  The unemployment ratio calculates the share 

of unemployed for the whole population. 

Particularlymany young people between 15 & 24 

are studying full time and so are neither working 

not looking for a job. The means that they are not 

part of the labour force. Which is used as the 

denominator when the unemployment relate is 

calculated. 

Social  

  An economy with the high unemployment is 

not using all of the resources, specifically labour 

available to it. Since it is operating below its 

production possibility frontier, it could have higher 

output if all of the work force were usefully 

employed how ever there is a tradeoff between 

economic efficiency  an unemployment. If all 

frictionally unemployed accepted the first job that 

they were of fared they  would be likely to be 

operating at below their skill level, reducing the 
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economy’s efficiency during a long period of 

unemployment workers can lose their skill, causing 

a loss of human capital being unemployed can also 

reduce the life expectfancy of workers by about 

seven years. 

 

Conclusion  

   Unemployment affects on economic 

development of educational facilities distress rises 

significantly with  after unemployment & also no 

doubtunemployment’s adverse consequences for 

mental health unemployment effect decays quite 

quickly leaving a  relatively small permeant  effect. 
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